The subcritical polyethylene-reflected plutonium (PERP) metal fundamental physics benchmark, which is included in the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) Handbook, has been selected to serve as a paradigm illustrative reactor physics system for the application of the Second-Order Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis Methodology (2nd-ASAM) that was developed by Cacuci. The 2nd-ASAM enables the exhaustive deterministic computation of the exact values of the 1st-order and 2nd-order sensitivities of a system response to the parameters underlying the respective system. The PERP benchmark is numerically modeled in this work by using the deterministic multigroup neutron transport equation discretized in the spatial and angular independent variables. Thus, the numerical model of the PERP benchmark developed includes the following imprecisely known uncertain parameters: 180 group-averaged total microscopic cross sections, 21,600 group-averaged scattering microscopic cross sections, 120 fission process parameters, 60 fission spectrum parameters, 10 parameters describing the experiment's nuclear sources, and six isotopic number densities. Thus, the numerical simulation model for the PERP benchmark comprises 21,976 uncertain parameters, which implies that, for any response of interest, there are a total of 21,976 first-order sensitivities and 482,944,576 second-order sensitivities with respect to the model parameters. Computing these sensitivities exactly represents the largest sensitivity analysis endeavor ever carried out in the field of reactor physics. Only 241,483,276 are distinct from each other, and some of these turned out to be zero due to the symmetry of the 2nd-order sensitivities. The numerical results for all of these sensitivities, together with discussions of their major impacts, will be presented in a sequence of publications in the Special Issue of Energies dedicated to "Sensitivity Analysis, Uncertainty Quantification and Predictive Modeling of Nuclear Energy Systems". This work is the first in this sequence, presenting formulas of general use for neutron transport problems, along with the numerical results that were produced by these formulas for the 180 first-order and 32,400 second-order sensitivities of the PERP leakage response with respect to the neutron transport model's group-averaged isotopic total cross sections. For comparison, this work also presents formulas of general use and numerical results for the 180 first-order and 32,400 second-order sensitivities of the PERP leakage response with respect to the neutron transport model's group-averaged isotopic capture cross sections. It has been widely believed hitherto that, for reactor physics systems modeled by the neutron transport or diffusion equations, the second-order sensitivities are all much smaller than the first-order ones. However, contrary to this widely held belief, the numerical results that were obtained in this work prove, for the first time ever, that many of the 2nd-order sensitivities are much larger than the corresponding 1st-order ones, so their effects can become much larger than the corresponding Energies 2019, 12, 4219 2 of 43 effects stemming from the 1st-order sensitivities. For example, the 2nd-order sensitivities of the PERP leakage response cause the expected value of this response to be significantly larger than the corresponding computed value. The importance of the 2nd-order sensitivities increases as the relative standard deviations for the cross sections increase. For the extreme case of fully correlated cross sections, for example, neglecting the 2nd-order sensitivities would cause an error as large as 2000% in the expected value of the leakage response and up to 6000% in the variance of the leakage response. The significant effects of the mixed 2nd-order sensitivities underscore the need for reliable values for the correlations that might exist among the total cross sections, which are unavailable at this time. The 2nd-order sensitivities with respect to the total cross sections also cause the response distribution to be skewed towards positive values relative to the expected value. Hence, neglecting the 2nd-order sensitivities could potentially cause very large non-conservative errors by under-reporting of the response variance and expected value.
Introduction
The modeling and analysis of nuclear energy systems requires the synergetic interdisciplinary coupling of concepts from several scientific and engineering fields, including nuclear and atomic physics, materials sciences, heat and mass transfer, systems control theory, and economics. The modeling of specific physical phenomena in any of these component scientific fields already involves large-scale computations while using very large data sets. For example, modeling the physical processes occurring in the nuclear reactor core, which is the "driver" of nuclear energy systems, requires the numerical solution of the neutron and radiation transport equation, which is an integro-differential equation in seven independent variables that involve a very large number of parameters for representing physical processes involving nuclear cross sections, isotopic number densities, etc. These large-scale computational aspects will be highlighted in this work, which will use the subcritical reactor physics benchmark as a representative illustrative paradigm for second-order sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of large-scale systems.
It is known that the adjoint sensitivity analysis methodology is the most efficient procedure for exactly and exhaustively computing all of the 1st-order sensitivities of a system response (i.e., quantity of interest) to the system's parameters. Wigner [1] pioneered the use of adjoint operators in conjunction with first-order perturbation theory, to compute exactly and exhaustively the first-order sensitivities for linear systems. The large-scale system that was analyzed by Wigner [1] was the linear neutron transport (and also diffusion) model of a nuclear reactor, in which the model response was the reactor's multiplication factor and the model parameters were the thousands of neutron cross sections influencing the reactor's behavior. Using the concepts of functional analysis, Cacuci [2] [3] [4] subsequently conceived and developed the "adjoint sensitivity analysis methodology" for general nonlinear systems. The field of reactor physics has also provided pioneering works [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] for computing selected 2nd-order response sensitivities of the system's effective multiplication factor and reaction rates (and ratios thereof) while using the adjoint neutron transport and/or diffusion equations. It turned out that the 2nd-order relative sensitivities computed in these early works were considerably smaller than the corresponding 1st-order relative sensitivities. These results, combined with the lack of a general procedure for computing exhaustively all of the 2nd-order sensitivities, gave rise to the opinion that "2nd-order sensitivities are generally insignificant in reactor physics", which may, in turn, have led to diminishing interest in developing efficient methods for computing 2nd-order sensitivities for nuclear engineering systems. While the interest in computing 2nd-order response sensitivities practically vanished in the nuclear engineering field in the 1990s, interest in this topic became increasingly evident in other fields (e.g., structural mechanics, circuit analysis and optimization, atmospheric and earth sciences), mostly driven by the knowledge that 2nd-order (Hessian) sensitivity information accelerates the convergence of optimization algorithms. It is beyond the scope of this work to provide and exhaustive list of references in this regard, but some of the most influential early works on computing 2nd-order sensitivities are described in [10] [11] [12] . The common limitations of these early methods for computing 2nd-order response sensitivities are: (i) they were all developed for specific, rather than general, applications, for which they usually estimated, rather than exactly and inclusively computed, all of the 2nd-order response sensitivities; and, (ii) they are computationally expensive, requiring O N 2 α large-scale computations per response for a system comprising N α model parameters. A breakthrough was achieved by Cacuci [10] [11] [12] , who developed the "Second-Order Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis Methodology (2nd-ASAM)" for exactly and most efficiently computing all of the second-order functional derivatives of model responses to parameters. For a model response comprising N α model parameters, the 2nd-ASAM requires at most O(N α ) computations for obtaining all of the N 2 α 2nd-order sensitivities and all N α 1st-order sensitivities of a model response with respect to the respective model parameters. Furthermore, the 2nd-ASAM simultaneously intrinsically verifies the computations of the mixed second-order partial sensitivities by computing them twice, while using independently derived adjoint functions. The application of the 2nd-ASAM has been illustrated by means analytically solvable linear [13] [14] [15] and nonlinear [16] benchmark problems, which highlighted the fundamental importance of the 2nd-order sensitivities for causing asymmetries in the response distribution, and causing the "expected value of the response" to differ from the "computed nominal value of the response". Cacuci and Favorite highlighted the efficiency and accuracy of the 2nd-ASAM [17] , who analyzed a multi-region radiation transport benchmark problem in two-dimensional cylindrical geometry. For this benchmark problem, the 2nd-ASAM only needed 12 adjoint particle transport computations (instead of 877 large-scale forward particle transport computations) to obtain exactly all of the 18 first-order sensitivities and 324 second-order sensitivities of the un-collided gamma ray contributions to the detector's response with respect to the system's microscopic cross sections, isotopic number densities, and source emission rates.
In addition to the particle transport and removal phenomena considered in [17] , nuclear energy systems also include fission and scattering processes. Such systems can be either critical (when the system can be maintained in steady state without an external source of neutrons) or subcritical (when the system's time-independent state can only be maintained if an external source injects neutrons into the system). Many critical and several subcritical systems have been evaluated and accepted as fundamental physics benchmarks within the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) Handbook [18] . Prominent among the ICSBEP subcritical experiments are several experiments for which the particle source is a 4.5 kg alpha-phase weapons grade plutonium sphere that was originally constructed at Los Alamos National Laboratory in October 1980 [19] . This source became colloquially known as the "BeRP ball", "BeRP" being an acronym for "beryllium reflected plutonium" since the earliest experiments conducted with this source were aimed at estimating the reactivity worth of beryllium reflectors. Subsequent experiments used the BeRP ball as the source for experiments in which copper, tungsten, nickel, or polyethylene surrounded the BeRP ball (see Ref. [20] [21] [22] [23] and references therein). The polyethylene-reflected, nickel, and tungsten benchmarks have been accepted in the ICSBEP book as fundamental physics benchmarks. For these subcritical benchmarks, the fundamental quantities (i.e., system responses) of interest are singles counting rate, doubles counting rate, and leakage multiplication. It is noteworthy that the response of interest for subcritical systems is the leakage multiplication instead of the "critical multiplication", which would be of interest for critical systems.
In their computational evaluation of neutron multiplicity measurements for the polyethylenereflected BeRP ball, Miller et al. [23] noticed that the computational results significantly disagreed with the corresponding measurements of neutron multiplicity. Miller et al. [23] also performed a limited forward sensitivity analysis (using re-computations with perturbed parameter values) of their computed results with respect to the source-detector distance, dead time, isotopic composition, volume, and density. They concluded [23] that "only a subtle variation in the value of the average number of neutrons produced per fission" for 239 Pu was able to improve the simulations of the plutonium sphere for all of the cases", while also noting that they did not take into account "the energy-dependence of the average number of neutrons produced per fission". Thus, the conclusion/implication in [23] is that the discrepancy between the computational and experimental results is to be entirely assigned to the uncertainty in the "average number of neutrons produced per fission". However, the "polyethylenereflected BeRP ball" contains many more imprecisely known nuclear data parameters, in addition to those that were incidentally investigated in [23] . Therefore, in order to ascertain whether the conclusion/implication in [23] is warranted or not, it is important to compute all of the 1st-order and 2nd-order sensitivities of responses of the "polyethylene-reflected BeRP ball" to the imprecisely known nuclear data underlying this benchmark.
In preparation for the exhaustive 2nd-order sensitivity analysis of the "polyethylene-reflected BeRP ball", Cacuci [24] [25] [26] has specialized the 2nd-ASAM [10] [11] [12] to the generic neutron transport equation that models multiplying subcritical systems comprising fission, scattering, and external neutron sources. In particular, by considering responses that are functionals of the forward and adjoint fluxes, Cacuci [24, 25] has generalized to second-order the methodology presented by Gandini [27] , while the work [26] on responses that are ratios of functionals of the forward and adjoint fluxes has been generalized to second-order the methodology presented by Stacey [28, 29] . This work (and several subsequent works to follow this one, as will be mentioned in the concluding section of this work) will apply the general theoretical formulas derived in [24] [25] [26] to the "polyethylene-reflected BeRP ball". All in all, this application constitutes a pioneering demonstration of the unique capabilities of the 2nd-ASAM to overcome the "curse of dimensionality", which has thus far impeded the exact computation of all of the 1st-order and 2nd-order response sensitivities for systems characterized by large numbers of imprecisely known parameters.
This work is organized, as follows: Section 2 describes briefly the polyethylene-reflected plutonium metal ("polyethylene-reflected BeRP ball") benchmark, which shall henceforth be called the PERP benchmark, in order to distinguish this benchmark from the other benchmarks, which also used the plutonium sphere ("BeRP Ball") as the source of particles, but surrounded by materials other than polyethylene. Section 2 also describes the computational tools that will be used to solve the neutron transport equation that models the PERP benchmark. Section 3 reports the numerical results for the vector (comprising 180 elements) of 1st-order sensitivities of the benchmark's total leakage response with respect to the benchmark's group-averaged isotopic total cross sections. Section 4 presents the numerical results for the matrix (comprising 32,400 elements) of 2nd-order sensitivities of the benchmark's leakage response with respect to the benchmark's group-averaged isotopic total cross sections. These results will highlight the finding that many of the 2nd-order sensitivities are much larger than the corresponding 1st-order sensitivities. Section 5 presents the numerical results for the 180 first-order and 32,400 second-order sensitivities of the benchmark's leakage response with respect to the group-averaged isotopic capture cross sections, and compares these results to the corresponding results presented in Sections 3 and 4 for the total cross sections. Section 6 quantifies the effects of the 2nd-order leakage response sensitivities with respect to the isotopic total cross sections on the leakage responses expected value, variance, and skewness, and compares them to the corresponding effects stemming from the 1st-order sensitivities. It is shown that the effects of the 2nd-order sensitivities are very significant; neglecting them would cause large non-conservative errors by under-estimating the response variance and expected value. The 2nd-order sensitivities shift the leakage response's expected value significantly away from the computed value of the leakage response, and cause asymmetries in the response distribution. Section 7 presents conclusions that highlight the significance of the novel results that were obtained in this work and sets the stage for the subsequent works in this sequel, which will present the results for the 1st-and 2nd-order sensitivities to the remaining imprecisely known nuclear data parameters that characterize the PERP benchmark.
Methodology for Computing the Leakage Response of the Polyethylene-Reflected Plutonium Metal Sphere (PERP) Benchmark
The inner sphere of the PERP benchmark has a radius r 1 = 3.794 cm and it contains α-phase plutonium. It is surrounded by a spherical shell reflector made of polyethylene of thickness 3.81 cm; the radius of the outer shell containing polyethylene is r 2 = 7.604 cm. Table 1 specifies the constitutive materials of the PERP benchmark. The neutron flux distribution within the PERP benchmark is computed by using the PARTISN [30] multigroup discrete ordinates particle transport code to solve the following multi-group approximation of the neutron transport equation with a spontaneous fission source being provided by the code SOURCES4C [31] :
where r d denotes the external radius of the PERP benchmark, and where
The PARTISN [30] computations used MENDF71X [32] 618-group cross sections collapsed to G = 30 energy groups, with group boundaries, E g , as presented in Table 2 . The MENDF71X library uses ENDF/B-VII.1 Nuclear Data [33] . The group boundaries, E g , are user-defined and they are therefore considered to be perfectly-well known parameters. PARTISN [30] uses the discrete-ordinates approximation to discretize the angular variable in the first and second terms on the right side of Equation (3), and it uses a finite-moments expansion in spherical harmonics to approximate the angular variable in the third and fourth terms on the right side of Equation (3). The specific computations in this work were performed while using a P 3 Legendre expansion of the scattering cross section, an angular quadrature of S 256 , and a fine-mesh spacing of 0.005 cm (comprising 759 meshes for the plutonium sphere of radius of 3.794 cm, and 762 meshes for the polyethylene shell of thickness of 3.81 cm). It is convenient to retain the continuous representation in the angular and radial variables since the spatial and angular discretization parameters will not be considered for sensitivity analysis in this work, as in Equation (1). The various quantities in Equations (1)-(4) have their usual meanings for the standard form of the multigroup neutron transport equation [34] , as follows:
1.
The quantity ϕ g (r, Ω) is the customary "group-flux" for group g, and is the unknown state-function obtained by solving Equations (1) and (2).
2.
The vector n denotes the outward unit normal vector at each point on the sphere's outer boundary, denoted as S b .
3.
The spontaneous-fission isotopes in the PERP benchmark are "isotope 1" ( 239 Pu) and "isotope 2" ( 240 Pu). The quantity N f denotes the total number of spontaneous-fission isotopes; for the PERP benchmark, N f = 2. The spontaneous fission neutron spectrum of 239 Pu and, respectively, 240 Pu, is approximated by a Watts fission spectrum while using two evaluated parameters, denoted as a k and b k , respectively. The decay constant for actinide nuclide k is denoted as λ k , and F SF k denotes the fraction of decays that are spontaneous fission (the "spontaneous-fission branching fraction").
4.
The quantity N i,m denotes the atom density of isotope i in material m; i = 1, . . . , I, m = 1, . . . , M, where I denotes the total number of isotopes, and M denotes the total number of materials. The computation of N i,m uses the well-known expression
where ρ m denotes the mass density of material m, m = 1, . . . , M; w i,m denotes the weight fraction of isotope i in material m; A i denotes the atomic weight of isotope i, i = 1, . . . , I; N A denotes the Avogadro's number. For the PERP benchmark, I = 6 and M = 2, but since the respective isotopes are all distinct (i.e., are not repeated) in the PERP benchmark's distinct materials, as specified in Table 1 , it follows that only the following isotopic number densities exist for this benchmark: N 1,1 , N 2,1 , N 3,1 , N 4,1 , N 5,2 , N 6,2 .
5.
The quantity Σ g →g s r, Ω → Ω represents the scattering transfer cross section from energy group g , g = 1, . . . , G into energy group g, g = 1, . . . , G, and it is computed in terms of the l-th order Legendre coefficient σ g →g s,l,i (of the Legendre-expanded microscopic scattering cross section from energy group g into energy group g for isotope i), which are tabulated parameters, in the following finite-order expansion:
where ISCT = 3 denotes the order of the respective finite expansion in Legendre polynomial. The variable r will henceforth no longer appear in the arguments of the various cross sections since the cross-sections for every material are treated in the PARTISN [30] calculations as being space-independent within the respective material. 6.
The total cross section Σ g t for energy group g, g = 1, . . . , G, and material m, is computed for the PERP benchmark while using the following expression:
where σ g f ,i and σ g c,i denote, respectively, the tabulated group microscopic fission and neutron capture cross sections for group g, g = 1, . . . , G. Other nuclear reactions, including (n,2n) and (n,3n) reactions, are not present in this benchmark. The expressions in Equations (6) and (7) indicate that the zeroth order (i.e., l = 0) scattering cross sections must be separately considered from the higher order (i.e., l ≥ 1) scattering cross sections, since the former contribute to the total cross sections, while the latter do not. 7.
To solve Equation (1), PARTISN [30] computes the quantity νΣ f g using directly the quantities (νσ) g f ,i , which are provided in data files for each isotope i, and energy group g, as follows
For the purposes of sensitivity analysis, the quantity ν g i , which quantifies the number of neutrons that were produced per fission by isotope i and energy group g, can be obtained by using the relation ν The quantity χ g denotes the fission spectrum in energy group g, and it is defined in PARTISN [30] as a space-independent quantity, as follows:
where χ g i denotes the isotopic fission spectrum in group g, while f g i denotes the corresponding spectrum weighting function. 9.
The vector α, which appears in the expression of the Boltzmann-operator B g (α), represents the "vector of imprecisely known model parameters" having 21,976 components, which are presented in Table 3 . The mathematical expression of α will be defined in the next section. Multigroup microscopic capture cross section for isotope i and energy group g 180 f or i = 1, . . . , 6; g = 1, . . . , 30
As has been previously mentioned (see also Ref. [20] [21] [22] [23] and references therein), the fundamental quantities (i.e., system responses) of interest for subcritical benchmarks (such as the PERP benchmark) are singles counting rate, doubles counting rate, the leakage multiplication, and the total leakage. The total leakage is physically more meaningful than the count rates, because it does not depend on the detector configuration. For this reason, many systems are characterized for practical applications by their total leakage rather than by the count rate that a particular detector would see at a particular distance. For this reason, this work considers the total leakage from the PERP benchmark to be the paradigm response of interest for sensitivity analysis; sensitivities analyses of counting rates and other responses can be performed in an analogous manner, by following the general ideas that will be presented in this work (and in the subsequent related works).
Mathematically, the total neutron leakage from the PERP sphere, which is denoted as L(α), will depend on all model parameters (indirectly, through the neutron flux) and it is defined, as follows:
dΩ Ω · nϕ g (r, Ω).
(10) Figure 1 shows the histogram plot of the leakage for each energy group for the PERP benchmark. The total leakage computed while using Equation (10) for the PERP benchmark is 1.7648 × 10 6 neutrons/sec. 
First-Order Sensitivities of the Total Leakage Response of the Polyethylene-Reflected Plutonium (PERP) Metal Sphere Benchmark with Respect to the Parameters Underlying the Benchmark's Total Cross Sections
The first-and second-order sensitivities of the leakage response defined in Equation (10) will be computed by particularizing the expressions that were provided by Cacuci [24] to the particular model parameters and response pertaining to the PERP benchmark. Therefore, for convenient referencing, the notation that was introduced by Cacuci [24] will also be used in this work. The various macroscopic cross sections, fission spectra, and sources that appear in Equation (1) will depend on imprecisely known model parameters, as will be discussed below.
In view of Equation (7), the total cross section Σ g t → Σ g t (t) is characterized by the vector of parameters t, which is defined, as follows:
where N n 1 , . . . , n J n †
In Equations (11)-(13), the dagger denotes "transposition", σ g t,i denotes the microscopic total cross section for isotope i and energy group g, N i,m denotes the respective isotopic number density, and J n denotes the total number of isotopic number densities in the model. Thus, the vector t comprises a total of J t = 30 × 6 + 6 = 186 imprecisely known components ("model parameters").
In view of Equation (6), the scattering cross section Σ 
where
, l = 0, . . . , ISCT; i = 1, . . . , I; g, g = 1, . . . , G; J σs = (G × G) × I × (ISCT + 1). (15) In view of Equation (8), the quantity νΣ f
where σ g f ,i denotes the microscopic fission cross section for isotope i and energy group g, ν g i denotes the average number of neutrons per fission for isotope i and energy group g, and N f denotes the total number of fissionable isotopes.
The fission spectrum is considered to depend on the vector of parameters p, being defined as follows:
In view of Equation (9), the quantities χ g further depend on the parameters χ g i , N i,m , f g i , νσ f g i , but these latter dependences can be taken into account by applying the chain rule on the 1st-order sensitivities ∂L/∂χ g , once these sensitivities have been obtained.
In view of Equation (4), the source Q g (r) → Q g (q; N) depends on the vector of model parameters q, which is defined, as follows:
In view of Equations (11)- (20) , the model parameters characterizing the PERP benchmark can all be considered to be the components of the following "vector of model parameters:"
Thus, the total number of imprecisely known model parameters for the PERP benchmark is: Table 3 summarizes these parameters, together with their symbols. Furthermore, the 1st-and 2nd-order sensitivities of the PERP benchmark's total leakage response to the multigroup microscopic capture cross sections will also be computed and presented in Section 5, for comparing these results to those that were obtained in Section 4 for the sensitivities of the leakage response to the multigroup microscopic total cross sections. Therefore, the last row of Table 3 lists the symbols and number of multigroup microscopic capture cross sections.
The components of the vector of 1st-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the model parameters is denoted as S (1) (α), and it is defined, as follows:
The symmetric matrix of 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the model parameters is denoted as S (2) (α), and it is defined, as follows:
The expressions and numerical values of the components of S (1) (α) and S (2) (α) have been obtained by particularizing the general results presented by Cacuci [24] . Evidently, the complete results cannot be reported in a single article. Therefore, this work will only report the results for the 1st-and 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the group-averaged total microscopic cross sections, namely the vector ∂L(α)/∂σ t and the matrix ∂ 2 L(α)/∂σ t ∂σ t . The 1st-order sensitivities of the leakage response to the model parameters that underlie the total cross section are computed from the following particular form of Equation (150) in [24] :
where the multigroup adjoint fluxes ψ (1),g (r, Ω) are the solutions of the following particular form of 1st-Level Adjoint Sensitivity System (1st-LASS) that is presented in Equations (156) and (157) of [24] :
where r d is the radius of the PERP sphere, and where
As detailed in [30] , the PARTISN solver module solves the adjoint transport equation by transposing (in energy) the matrices of scattering cross sections and inverting the group order of the problem. The transposition of the scattering matrix converts a downscattering problem to an upscattering problem, so that, the problem will execute in a downscatter-like mode by inverting the group order. In addition to transposing the scattering matrices, the fission source term in the transport equation is also transposed, so that the summation
w m w m ϕ g (r, Ω)dΩ and where the quantity w m denotes the weights in angle while the quantity MM denotes the total number of angular discretization. The code does not transpose the angular direction matrix that is associated with the leakage terms in the transport equation. Instead, the adjoint calculation of the leakage operator proceeds as in the direct (forward) calculation, but the results of the adjoint calculation for direction Ω must be identified as the adjoint solution for direction Ω. For example, the vacuum boundary condition at a surface (no incoming angular flux) in an adjoint calculation must be interpreted as a condition of no outgoing flux. Likewise, the adjoint leakage at a surface is "incoming" instead of "outgoing". For the PERP benchmark, the following relations hold:
where the subscripts i j , g j , and m j denote the isotope, the energy group, and material associated with the parameter σ g j t,i j , respectively; and, δ g j g denote the Kronecker-delta functionals (e.g., δ g j g = 1 if g j = g; δ g j g = 0 if g j g). Inserting Equation (28) into Equation (24) yields the following expression for computational purposes:
The numerical values of the 1st-order relative sensitivities S (1) σ g t,i
∂L/∂σ g t,i σ g t,i /L , i = 1, . . . , 6; g = 1, . . . , 30 for the six isotopes contained in the PERP benchmark will be presented in Section 4, below, in tables that will also include comparisons with the numerical values of the corresponding 2nd-order relative sensitivities S (2) 
Second-Order Sensitivities of the PERP Total Leakage Response with Respect to the Parameters Underlying the Benchmark's Total Cross Sections
The expressions of the 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response to the parameters that underlie the total cross section will be obtained in this Section by starting with the following general result presented in Equation (158) by Cacuci [24] :
where the 2nd-level adjoint functions ψ (2),g 1, j (r, Ω) and ψ (2),g 2, j (r, Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σt ; g = 1, . . . , G, are the solutions of the following 2nd-Level Adjoint Sensitivity System (2nd-LASS) that is presented in Equations (164)-(166) of [24] :
For the PERP benchmark, when the parameters t j and t m 2 correspond to the total cross sections, i.e., t j ≡ σ
, respectively, the following relations hold:
where the subscripts i m 2 , g m 2 and m m 2 denote the isotope, the energy group and material associated with the parameter t m 2 , respectively. Inserting Equations (35)-(37) into Equations (30), (31) and (33) yields the following expression for the 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response to the parameters involved in the definitions of the total cross sections:
where the 2nd-level adjoint functions ψ (2),g 1, j (r, Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σt ; g = 1, . . . , G, and ψ (2),g 2, j (r, Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σt ; g = 1, . . . , G, are the solutions of the following particular forms of Equations (31) and (33):
subject to the boundary conditions shown in Equations (32) and (34) . All of the quantities appearing in Equations (38)- (40) are evaluated at the nominal values of all the model parameters.
The 2nd-order absolute sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the total cross sections, i.e., ∂ 2 L/∂t j ∂t m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σt ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σt , for the I = 6 isotopes and G = 30 energy groups of the PERP benchmark are computed while using Equation (38) . The (Hessian) matrix ∂ 2 L/∂t j ∂t m 2 of 2nd-order absolute sensitivities has dimensions J σt × J σt (= 180 × 180), since J σt = G × I = 30 × 6.
The matrix of 2nd-order relative sensitivities, denoted as S (2) 
, is defined, as follows:
The numerical results obtained for the matrix S (2) 
. . , 6 = I; g, g = 1, . . . , 30 = G, have been partitioned into I × I = 36 submatrices, each of dimensions G × G(= 30 × 30), and the summary of the main features of each submatrix is presented in Table 4 . The matrix S (2) σ g t,i , σ g t,k is symmetric, so only the results for the upper triangular submatrices are presented in the following form: when a submatrix comprises elements with relative sensitivities with absolute values that are greater than 1.0, the total number of such elements are counted and shown in the shaded cells of the table. Otherwise, if the relative sensitivities of all the elements of a submatrix have values that lie in the interval (−1.0, 1.0), only the element having the largest absolute value in the submatrix is listed in Table 4 , together with the phase-space coordinates of that element. The sub-matrices in Table 4 , which comprise components with absolute values greater than 1.0, will be discussed in detail in subsequent sub-sections of this Section. Table 4 . Summary presentation of the matrix S (2) 
98 elements with absolute values >1.0
Max. value = 2.91 × 10 −1 at g = 12, g = 12
Max. value = 1.30 × 10 −2 at g = 12, g = 12
Max. value = 8.86 × 10 −3 at g = 12, g = 12
10 elements with absolute values >1.0
135 elements with absolute values >1.0
Max. value = 2.50 × 10 −2 at g = 27, g = 27
Max. value = 8.27 × 10 −4 at g = 12, g = 12
Max. value = 5.61 × 10 −4 at g = 12, g = 12
Max. value = 1.13 × 10 −1 at g = 12, g = 12
3 elements with absolute values >1.0
Max. value = 3.76 × 10 −5 at g = 13, g = 13
Max. value = 2.54 × 10 −5 at g = 13, g = 13
Max. value = 1.28 × 10 −3 at g = 12, g = 16
Max. value = 6.08 × 10 −2 at g = 12, g = 30 i = 4 ( 71 Ga)
Max. value = 1.71 × 10 −5 at g = 12, g = 12
Max. value = 3.45 × 10 −3 at g = 12, g = 30
Max. value = 4.12 × 10 −2 at g = 12, g = 30
1 element with absolute value >1.0
33 elements with absolute values >1.0
259 elements with absolute values >1.0
The 2nd-order unmixed sensitivities 30 , are particularly important, since, as will be shown in Section 6, below, these sensitivities will contribute to the moments (namely: expected values, variances/covariances, skewness) of the response distribution, even when the model parameters are uncorrelated. The term "unmixed" denotes the 2nd-order sensitivity with respect to the same parameter, and the term "mixed" denotes the 2nd-order sensitivity with respect to different parameters. Furthermore, the values of these unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities of the response to the model parameters can be directly compared to the values of the 1st-order relative sensitivities S (1) σ
These comparisons are presented in Tables 5-10 for the six isotopes that are contained in the PERP benchmark. Thus, Table 5 presents a side-by-side comparison of 1st-order relative sensitivities S (1) σ g t,1
and 2nd-order relative sensitivities S (2) σ g t,1 , σ g t,1 , for isotope 1 ( 239 Pu) and for all energy groups g = 1, . . . , 30. This comparison indicates that the values of the 2nd-order sensitivities are generally greater than the corresponding values of the 1st-order sensitivities for the same energy group. The largest values (shown in bold in the table) for both the 1st-order and 2nd-order relative sensitivities are for the 12th energy group, while the next largest values are for the 13th energy group. It is noteworthy that all of the 1st-order relative sensitivities are negative, which signifies that an increase in σ g t,1 will cause a decrease in L. Table 5 . Comparison of 1st-order relative sensitivities ∂L/∂σ The results that are presented in Tables 6-9 indicate that both the 1st-order and 2nd-order unmixed sensitivities for the isotopes 240 Pu, 69 Ga, 71 Ga, and C, respectively, are very small. Furthermore, the 1st-order relative sensitivities are all greater than the 2nd-order relative sensitivities, except for the 2nd-order unmixed sensitivities of the leakage with respect to the total cross section of Carbon in the lowest-energy group. For the isotopes 240 Pu, 69 Ga, 71 Ga, the largest values for both the 1st-order and 2nd-order relative sensitivities are for the 12th energy group. For the isotope C, the largest values for both the 1st-order and 2nd-order relative sensitivities are for the 30th, i.e., the lowest energy group. It is noteworthy that all of the 1st-order relative sensitivities that are presented in Tables 6-9 are negative, which signify that an increase in the corresponding microscopic cross sections will cause a decrease in the value of the response L (i.e., fewer neutrons will leak out of the sphere).
As shown in Tables 6-9, the 1st-order relative sensitivities are all greater than the 2nd-order relative sensitivities for isotopes 2, 3, 4, and 5 (with one exception, for isotope 5 at g = 30). However, the results that are presented in Tables 5 and 10 indicate that, for isotope 1 ( 239 Pu) and isotope 6 ( 1 H), the 1st-order relative sensitivities are generally smaller than the 2nd-order relative sensitivities. For isotope 6 ( 1 H), the largest relative sensitivities (marked in bold digits) occur for the lowest-energy group. Remarkably, the respective 2nd-order unmixed sensitivity is larger by a factor of about 50 than the corresponding 1st-order relative sensitivity. As for the other isotopes comprising the PERP sphere, all of the 1st-order relative sensitivities that are presented in Table 9 are negative, which signify that an increase in the corresponding microscopic group cross sections of 1 H will also cause a decrease in the value of the response L (i.e., fewer neutrons will leak out of the sphere). All in all, the results in Tables 5-10 indicate that largest 1st-and 2nd-order sensitivities, and hence the most important consequent effects, arise from the total microscopic cross sections of isotopes 1 H and 239 Pu.
All the values for the 1st-order and unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities, as shown in Tables 5-10, have been independently verified with the results being obtained from the central-difference estimates by repeated forward PARTISN computations, in which the isotopic cross section for each group was perturbed by a small amount at a time. These verifications showed good agreement between the sensitivities that were computed while using the 2nd-LASS and the corresponding ones that were computed using central-difference methods. For the large sensitivities in group 30, the verifications were as follows:
(1) As shown in Table 10 , the 2nd-LASS-computed 1st-order relative sensitivity for the 30th group of isotope 1 H has the value −9.366; the value of the corresponding absolute sensitivity computed using the central-difference method is −5.59657 × 10 5 , which yields the relative sensitivity value ∂L/∂σ 30 t,6 σ 30 t,6 /L = −5.59657 × 10 5 29.54327/1.7648 × 10 6 = −9.369; the two values agree well with one another.
(2) As shown in Table 10 , the 2nd-LASS-computed unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivity for the 30th group of isotope 1 H has the value of 429.6; the value of the corresponding absolute sensitivity computed while using the central-difference method is 8.706316 × 10 5 , which yields the relative sensitivity value ∂ 2 L/∂σ 30 t,6 ∂σ 30 t,6 σ 30 t,6 σ 30 t,6 /L = 8.70632 × 10 5 29.54327 2 /1.7648 × 10 6 = 430.6; the two values agree well with one another.
(3) As shown in Table 9 , the 2nd-LASS-computed unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivity for the 30th group of isotope C has the value of 3.016; the value of the corresponding absolute sensitivity computed while using the central-difference method is 2.179357 × 10 5 , which yields the relative sensitivity value ∂ 2 L/∂σ 30 t,5 ∂σ 30 t,5 σ 30 t,5 σ 30 t,5 /L = 2.179357 × 10 5 4.94631 2 /1.7648 × 10 6 = 3.021; the two values show good agreement with each other.
Additional verifications of the results shown in Tables 4-10, especially for the large sensitives for group 30 of isotopes C and 1 H, the neutron flux was re-computed by using PARTISN [30] that was coupled to the spontaneous fission source computed while using the code MISC [35] instead of SOURCES4C [31] . MISC provides an alternative to SOURCES4C for computing the source for the neutron transport equation. The sensitivities of the leakage response to the total cross sections obtained by using PARTISN+MISC agree very well with those obtained while using PARTISN+SOURCES4C. For example, MISC+PARTISN yields the values −9.36595 and 429.627, respectively, for the 1st-and 2nd-order relative sensitivities to the 30th group of the total cross section for isotope 1 H. These values match very well the corresponding values of −9.36599 and 429.643, respectively, which were obtained using PARTISN+SOURCES4C, as listed in Table 10 . These additional independent verifications (using PARTISN+MISC) of the results obtained using the coupled codes PARTISN+SOURCES4C alleviate any concerns regarding the accuracy of the computations of the spontaneous fission source for the PERP benchmark.
Second-Order Mixed Relative Sensitivities for the Leakge Response with respect to the Microscopic Total
Cross Sections of Isotope 239 Pu, S (2) 
, σ g t,k=1 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30 Figure 2 depicts the results that were obtained for S (2) 
σ g t,k=1 /L , g, g = 1, . . . , 30, referring to 239 Pu. This matrix is symmetrical, of course, with respect to its principal diagonal. As shown in this figure, 98 elements have relative sensitivities greater than 1.0, the majority (93 out of 98) of which are concentrated in the energy region that was confined by the energy groups g = 7, . . . , 16 and g = 7, . . . , 16. Table 11 presents the actual numerical values of these elements. The largest value among these sensitivities is attained by the relative 2nd-order unmixed sensitivity S (2) 
t,k=1 = 4.586 of the leakage response with respect to the total cross section, σ In addition to the sensitivities presented in Table 11 , the following 2nd-order relative sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the group-averaged total microscopic cross sections of 239 Pu are greater than 1.0:
, σ 30 t,k=1 = 1.056, and S (2) σ 30 t,i=1 , σ 30 t,k=1 = 1.354. 
, σ g t,k=5 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30
The 30 × 30-matrix, S (2) 
, σ g t,k=5 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30, comprising the 2nd-order relative sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the total microscopic cross sections of isotope 1 ( 239 Pu) and isotope 5 (C), has just 10 components that have absolute values greater than 1.0; Table 12 presents these components. All of these components involve the total cross section σ g =30 t,k=5 , which corresponds to the lowest energy group g = 30 of isotope 5 (C). 
, σ g t,k=6 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30 Figure 3 depicts the mixed relative sensitivities S (2) 
, σ g t,k=6 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30 of the leakage response with respect to the total cross sections of isotope 1 ( 239 Pu) and isotope 6 ( 1 H). This figure comprises 135 mixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities having values that are greater than 1.0, the large majority of which are concentrated in the energy region confined by the energy groups g = 7, . . . , 16 and g = 16, . . . , 26, respectively. The largest of these sensitivities is S (2) Tables 13 and 14 present the 135 elements of the sensitivity matrix, S (2) 
, g, g = 1, . . . , 30, which have relative sensitivity values that are greater than 1.0.
Second-Order Mixed Relative Sensitivities for the Leakge Response with Respect to the Microscopic Total
Cross Sections of Isotope 240 Pu and Isotope 1 H, S (2) 
Only three components of the sensitivity matrix S (2) σ g t,i=2 , σ g t,k=6 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30, of the 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the total cross sections of isotope 2 ( 240 Pu) and isotope 6 ( 1 H) have values greater than 1.0. These three sensitivities are:
t,k=6 = 1.187, and S (2) σ g=14 t,i=2 , σ g =30 t,k=6 = 1.014, all involving the total cross section σ g =30 t,k=6 of isotope 6 ( 1 H). A single component of the sensitivity matrix S (2) σ g t,i=5 , σ g t,k=5 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30, of 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the total cross sections of isotope 5 (C) is larger than 1.0, namely S As presented in Table 15 , there are 33 elements in the sensitivity matrix S (2) σ g t,i=5 , σ g t,k=6 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30, of 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the total cross sections of isotope 5 (C) and isotope 6 ( 1 H), which have values that are greater than 1.0. Specifically, 18 out of the 33 elements involve the cross section σ g =30 t,6
for group g = 30 of isotope 6 ( 1 H), and the other 15 elements involve the cross section σ g=30 t,5
for group g = 30 of isotope 5 (C). , g, g = 1, . . . , 30 Figure 4 depicts the matrix S (2) σ g t,i=6 , σ g t,k=6 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30, comprising the 2nd-order relative sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the total cross sections of isotope 6 ( 1 H). This submatrix is symmetrical regarding its principal diagonal. Of the 900 components of S (2) σ g t,i=6 , σ g t,k=6 , g, g = 1, . . . , 30 that are depicted in Figure 4 , 259 components have relative sensitivities greater than 1.0, which are also listed in Tables 16 and 17 . The unmixed 2nd-order sensitivity S (2) σ 30 t,i=6 , σ 30 t,k=6 = 429.6, of the leakage response with respect to σ g=30 t,6 , is the largest of all 2nd-order sensitivities. The 2nd-order sensitivity of the leakage response with respect to the parameters σ g=17 t,6
and σ g=30 t,6 , namely, S (2) σ 17 t,i=6 , σ 30 t,k=6 = 23.6, is the second largest. Thirty-six (36) additional sensitivities that involve energy groups g = 30, g = 12, . . . , 29 and energy groups g = 12, . . . , 29; g = 30 have values larger than 5.0. In addition to the sensitivities presented in Tables 16 and 17 , the following sensitivities are also larger than 1.0:
, σ 10 t,k=6 = 2.071, and S (2) σ 11 t,i=6 , σ 30 t,k=6 = S (2) σ 30 t,i=6 , σ 11 t,k=6 = 2.513. 
First-and Second-Order Sensitivities of the PERP Total Leakage Response with Respect to the Parameters Underlying the Benchmark's Capture Cross Sections
As indicated in Equation (7), the capture cross section is one of the components of the total cross section. The total cross section reduces to the capture cross section in a purely absorbing medium. Therefore, it is of interest to compute the 1st-and 2nd-order sensitivities of the PERP benchmark's leakage response with respect to the capture cross sections and compare these results with the results that were obtained in Section 4 for the sensitivities with respect to the corresponding total cross sections. Analogous to the definition given in Equation (13), it is convenient to define the vector σ c c 1 , . . . , c J σc † of parameters corresponding to the microscopic capture cross section, which is defined, as follows:
(42)
First-Order Sensitivities ∂L(α)/∂σ c
The 1st-order sensitivities of the leakage response to the capture cross sections are computed while using the following particular form of Equation (150) in [24] :
The following relations hold: (45)
The right hand side of Equation (45) is the same as that in Equation (29), which indicates that the first-order absolute sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the microscopic capture cross sections are identical to those with respect to the corresponding microscopic total cross sections, namely, ∂L(α)/∂σ g c,i = ∂L(α)/∂σ g t,i . However, the relative sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the microscopic total cross sections will differ from the relative sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the microscopic capture cross sections.
The numerical values of the 1st-order relative sensitivities of the leakage to the capture cross sections, S (1) , which leads to the following expression:
where the 2nd-level adjoint functions ψ (2),g 1,j (r, Ω) and ψ (2),g 2, j (r, Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σc ; g = 1, . . . , G, are the solutions of the following 2nd-Level Adjoint Sensitivity System that is presented in Equations (164)-(166) of [24] :
In Equations (47) (2),g 1, j (r,Ω) = −δ g j g N i j ,m j ϕ g (r,Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σc ; g = 1, . . . , G,
A (1),g α 0 ψ
(2),g 2, j (r, Ω) = −δ g j g N i j ,m j ψ (1),g (r, Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σc ; g = 1, . . . , G.
It is noteworthy that Equations (51) and (52) are the same as Equations (39) and (40), respectively. Thus, the 2nd-Level Adjoint Sensitivity System for the capture cross sections (comprising Equations (48), and (50)-(52)) is formally identical to the 2nd-LASS for the total cross sections [comprising Equations (32) , (34), (39) an (40) ]. Consequently, the 2nd-level adjoint functions ψ (2),g 1, j (r, Ω), and ψ (2),g 2, j (r, Ω), j = 1, . . . , J σc ; g = 1, . . . , G for the capture cross sections are formally identical to the 2nd-level adjoint functions for the total cross sections.
In Equation (46), the parameters c j and c m 2 correspond to the capture cross sections, i.e., c j ≡ σ g j c,i j and c m 2 ≡ σ g m 2 c,i m 2 , respectively; therefore, the following relations hold: Inserting Equations (53) and (54) into Equation (46) yields the following expression for the 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the microscopic capture cross sections:
(2),g m 2 1, j (r, Ω)ψ (1) ,g m 2 (r, Ω) + ψ (2) ,g m 2 2, j (r, Ω)ϕ g m 2 (r, Ω) N i m 2 ,m m 2 , f or j = 1, . . . , J σc ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σc .
(55)
The right hand side of Equation (55) is formally identical to the right side of Equation (38) , which indicates that the absolute 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the microscopic capture cross sections are exactly the same as that with respect to the corresponding microscopic total cross sections, namely, ∂ 2 L ∂c j ∂c m 2 = ∂ 2 L ∂t j ∂t m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σt (= J σc ); m 2 = 1, . . . , J σt (= J σc ).
Numerical
Results for ∂ 2 L/∂c j ∂c m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σc ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σc
The 2nd-order absolute sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the capture cross sections, i.e., ∂ 2 L/∂c j ∂c m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σc ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σc , for the 6 isotopes and 30 energy groups of the PERP benchmark are computed while using Equation (55). The matrix ∂ 2 L/∂c j ∂c m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σc ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σc has dimensions J σc × J σc (= 180 × 180), since J σc = G × I = 30 × 6. The relative sensitivities that correspond to ∂ 2 L/∂c j ∂c m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σc ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σc , are denoted as S (2) 
and they are defined, as follows:
Comparing Equation (56) to Equation (41) reveals that the respective expressions are not identical. Thus, although the absolute 2nd-order sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the microscopic capture cross sections are exactly the same as that with respect to the corresponding microscopic total cross sections, the respective relative sensitivities are scaled by the factor σ g c,i σ g c,k / σ g t,i σ g t,k , i, k = 1, . . . , 6; g, g = 1, . . . , 30. Table 18 presents the summary of the numerical results that were obtained for the elements of the matrix S (2) σ g c,i , σ g c,k , i, k = 1, . . . , 6; g, g = 1, . . . , 30, partitioned into I × I = 36 submatrices, each having dimensions G × G(= 30 × 30). Table 18 only presents the results for the upper triangular submatrices since the matrix S (2) σ g c,i , σ g c,k is symmetrical. As shown in Table 18 , the values of the mixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities in the matrix S (2) σ g c,i , σ g c,k , i, k = 1, . . . , 6; g, g = 1, . . . , 30, are all smaller than 1.0, and they are mostly positive. Among all of the J σc × J σc = (180 × 180) elements in the matrix, a total of 3464 out of 3600 elements have positive values. The remaining 136 elements of this matrix have negative values, which are all related to the capture cross sections of isotopes C and 1 H, and their values are very close to zero (e.g., in the order of 10 −16 ). The overall maximum relative sensitivity in the matrix S (2) σ g c,i , σ g c,k , i, k = 1, . . . , 6; g, g = 1, . . . , 30 is S (2) σ 30 c,1 , σ 30 c,1 = 0.103. The results in Table 18 also indicate that the largest sensitivities in each of the respective submatrices mostly involve the capture cross sections for the 30th energy group, and they otherwise involve the capture cross sections for the 22th, 23th, and 27th energy groups of the isotopes.
The 2nd-order unmixed sensitivities S Tables 19-24 for all six isotopes of the PERP benchmark indicate that, for each isotope, the values of both the 1st-order and the unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities are very small, and the unmixed 2nd-order sensitivity are generally smaller than the corresponding values of the 1st-order sensitivity for the same energy group. As also shown in these tables, all of the 1st-order relative sensitivities are negative, which signifies that an increase in σ g c,i , i = 1, . . . , 6; g = 1, . . . , 30 will cause a decrease in the total leakage, L; and, all of the unmixed 2nd-order sensitivities are positive. Table 18 . Summary presentation of the matrix S (2) Max. value = 1.03 × 10 −1 at g = 30, g = 30
Max. value = 6.39 × 10 −3 at g = 30, g = 30
Max. value = 4.27 × 10 −5 at g = 23, g = 23
Max. value = 6.64 × 10 −5 at g = 22, g = 22
Max. value = 2.47 × 10 −4 at g = 30, g = 30
Max. value = 4.24 × 10 −2 at g = 30, g = 30
Max. value = 1.87 × 10 −2 at g = 27, g = 27
Max. value = 5.82 × 10 −6 at g = 23, g = 23
Max. value = 7.94 × 10 −6 at g = 23, g = 23
Max. value = 1.64 × 10 −5 at g = 27, g = 30
Max. value = 2.82 × 10 −3 at g = 27, g = 30 i = 3 ( 69 Ga)
Max. value = 1.03 × 10 −7 at g = 23, g = 23
Max. value = 1.40 × 10 −7 at g = 23, g = 23
Max. value = 5.74 × 10 −8 at g = 23, g = 30
Max. value = 9.86 × 10 −6 at g = 23, g = 30 i = 4 ( 71 Ga)
Max. value = 1.91 × 10 −7 at g = 23, g = 23
Max. value = 7.87 × 10 −8 at g = 22, g = 30
Max. value = 1.35 × 10 −5 at g = 22, g = 30
Max. value = 1.51 × 10 −6 at g = 30, g = 30
Max. value = 2.60 × 10 −4 at g = 30, g = 30 i = 6 ( 1 H) S (2) Max. value = 4.47 × 10 −2 at g = 30, g = 30 Table 19 . Comparison of 1st-order relative sensitivities ∂L/∂σ It is revealing to make the following comparisons:
(i) the values presented in Table 5 to the values presented in Table 19 for 239 Pu;
(ii) the values presented in Table 6 to the values presented in Table 20 for 240 Pu; (iii) the values presented in Table 7 to the values presented in Table 21 for 69 Ga; (iv) the values presented in Table 8 to the values presented in Table 22 for 71 Ga;
(v) the values presented in Table 9 to the values presented in Table 23 for C; and, (vi) the values presented in Table 10 to the values presented in Table 24 for 1 H.
The above comparisons indicate that, for each isotope, the values for both the 1st-order and unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the capture cross sections are much smaller than those of the corresponding total cross sections for the same energy group. This is because the values for the 1st-order sensitivities and, respectively, unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities with respect to the capture cross sections are scaled down from the corresponding relative sensitivities to the total cross sections by factors of σ g c,i /σ g t,i and σ g c,i /σ g t,i 2 , respectively.
Second-Order Uncertainty Analysis of the PERP Leakage Response
Knowledge of the first-and second-order sensitivities is required to compute the following moments of the response distribution:
(i) Up to 2nd-order response sensitivities, the 1st-order moment (expected values) of a response R k has the following expression [12] :
where ρ ij denotes the correlation coefficient between parameters α i and α j , while σ i denotes the standard deviation of the model parameter α i . (ii) Up to 2nd-order response sensitivities, the 2nd-order moment (covariance) of two responses (R k , R l ) has the following expression [12] :
where t ijµ and q ijµν denote the triple-correlations and, respectively, the quadruple correlations among the respective parameters. (iii) Up to 2nd-order response sensitivities, the 3rd-order moment µ 3 (R k , R l , R m ) of three responses has the following expression [12] :
In particular, the skewness γ 1 of a single response, R, which indicates the degree of the distribution's asymmetry with respect to its mean, is defined, as follows:
.
(60)
Uncorrelated Total Microscopic Cross Sections
Correlations among the group total cross sections are not available for the PERP benchmark under consideration. When such correlations are unavailable, the maximum entropy principle (see, e.g., [36] ) indicates that neglecting them by setting ρ ii = 1, ρ ij = 0, f or i j in Equations (57)-(59) minimizes the inadvertent introduction of spurious information into the computations of the various response moments. Thus, only considering the contributions from the group-averaged uncorrelated total microscopic cross sections, the expected value of the leakage response has the following expressions:
where the superscript "(2,U)" indicates "2nd-order, uncorrelated" cross sections, the subscript "t" indicates contributions solely from the group-averaged total microscopic cross sections, and where the quantity [E(L)] of the leakage response L(α), and it is given by the following expression:
In Equation (62), the quantity s g t,i denotes the standard deviation that is associated with the model parameter σ g t,i . Third-and fourth-order correlations for the group-averaged microscopic total cross sections are not available in the open literature, so their effects on the uncertainties that they would cause in the leakage response cannot be exactly quantified at this time. In the absence of any information whatsoever regarding the triple correlations among the total group-averaged microscopic cross sections, the most "reasonable" assumption (in the sense of introducing the least amount of spurious information into the system, according to the maximum entropy principle [36] ) is to set them to zero in Equations (58) and (59). Actually, setting t ijµ ≡ 0 is rigorously correct if the total group-averaged microscopic cross section were considered to be multivariate correlated normally distributed quantities. In such a case, it is also well known that the following relation holds for the quadruple correlations q ijµν :
Taking into account contributions solely from the group-averaged uncorrelated and normally-distributed total microscopic cross sections (which will be indicated by using the superscript "(U,N)" in the following equations), the expression for computing the variance, denoted as [var(L)] 
For fully correlated total cross sections, the skewness, (79)
Numerical Results
The effects of the first-and second-order sensitivities on the response moments (expected value, variance, and skewness) can be quantified by considering uniform values for the standard deviations of the group-averaged isotopic total microscopic cross sections and using these values together with the respective sensitivities computed in Section 4 in Equations (61)-(79). The typical values for group-averaged microscopic total cross sections range from about 1% to about 15%. Thus, a 1% relative standard deviation can be considered to be "very small", a 5% relative standard deviation can be considered to be "typical", and a 10% relative standard deviation can be considered to be "large". Tables 25 and 26 present the results thus obtained. 
1.
The 1st-order relative sensitivities with respect to the total cross sections for all the six isotopes are negative, as shown in Tables 5-10, signifying that an increase in σ g t,i , i = 1, . . . , 6; g = 1, . . . , 30 will cause a decrease in the leakage L (i.e., fewer neutrons will leak out of the sphere). In contradistinction, all of the 2nd-order unmixed relative sensitivities are positive, which signifies that an increase in σ g t,i will cause an increase in ∂L/∂σ g t,i , i = 1, . . . , 6; g = 1, . . . , 30.
2.
Comparing the results for the 1st-order relative sensitivities to those that were obtained for the 2nd-order unmixed relative sensitivities indicate that for isotope 1 ( 239 Pu) and isotope 6 ( 1 H), the absolute values of the 2nd-order sensitivities are generally greater than the corresponding values of the 1st-order sensitivities. On the other hand, for isotopes 2-5 (i.e., 240 Pu, 69 Ga, 71 Ga, and C), the 1st-order and 2nd-order unmixed sensitivities are very small (generally of the order of 10 −2 or less) and the absolute values of the 2nd-order unmixed relative sensitivities are all smaller than the corresponding values of the 1st-order relative sensitivities for all energy groups, except for the lowest-energy group of isotope C.
3.
For the isotopes 239 Pu, 240 Pu, 69 Ga, and 71 Ga, the largest 1st-and 2nd-order unmixed relative sensitivities occur for the 12th energy group of the total microscopic cross section, respectively. For the isotopes C and 1 H, the largest relative sensitivities occur for the 30th, i.e., the lowest energy, group. Overall, the largest 1st-and 2nd-order unmixed relative sensitivities of all isotopes arise from the total microscopic cross section of isotopes 1 H and 239 Pu, and hence cause the most important subsequent effects that arise from the various mixed 2nd-order sensitivities.
4.
The 2nd-order mixed sensitivities ∂ 2 L/∂t j ∂t m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σt ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σt , are generally positive. The corresponding relative sensitivities that involve the total cross sections of isotopes 2-5 (namely, 240 Pu, 69 Ga, 71 Ga, and C) are generally small. However, some 2nd-order relative sensitivities involving the total cross sections of isotope 1 ( 239 Pu) and isotope 6 ( 1 H) are very large. Specially, among the total of 32400 = 180 × 180 second-order sensitivities, 720 elements have relative sensitivities that are greater than 1.0. The majority of these 720 elements stem from the submatrices S (2) σ g t,1 , σ g t,1 , S (2) σ g t,1 , σ g t, 6 , and S (2) σ g t, 6 , σ g t,1 , characterized by energy groups g, g = 1, . . . , 30. The parameters σ 12 t,1 and σ 30 t,6 are the most important among the entire total cross sections, since the largest sensitivities in the submatrices are always related to those two parameters. The overall largest relative sensitivity is S (2) σ 30 t,6 , σ 30 t,6 = 429.6, which occurs in group 30 for 1 H, as noted in Table 10 .
5.
The 1st-order relative sensitivities with respect to the capture cross sections for all the 6 isotopes are negative, as shown in Tables 19-24, signifying that an increase in σ g c,i , i = 1, . . . , 6; g = 1, . . . , 30 will cause a decrease in the leakage L; whereas, all of the unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities are positive. For all six isotopes, the values of both the 1st-order and the unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities with respect to the capture cross sections are very small; the values of the unmixed 2nd-order sensitivities are generally smaller than the corresponding values of the 1st-order sensitivities. 6.
The 1st-order and the unmixed 2nd-order absolute sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the capture cross sections are identical to the corresponding 1st-order and unmixed 2nd-order absolute sensitivities for the total cross sections, respectively. However, the relative sensitivities for the capture cross sections are significantly smaller than those for the total cross sections; this is because the values for both the 1st-and unmixed 2nd-order relative sensitivities to the capture cross sections are scaled down from those of the corresponding total cross sections by factors of σ g c,i /σ g t,i and σ g c,i /σ g t,i 2 , respectively.
7.
The mixed 2nd-order absolute sensitivities of the leakage response with respect to the capture cross sections, ∂ 2 L/∂c j ∂c m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σc ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σc , are generally positive, and their values are identical to the corresponding absolute sensitivities to the total cross sections, ∂ 2 L/∂t j ∂t m 2 , j = 1, . . . , J σt ; m 2 = 1, . . . , J σt . However, the values of the relative sensitivities for the capture cross-sections, S (2) σ g c,i , σ g c,k , i, k = 1, . . . , 6; g, g = 1, . . . , 30, are all smaller than 1.0, and they are smaller than the corresponding values of the relative sensitivities for the total cross sections, S (2) σ g t,i , σ g t,k , i, k = 1, . . . , 6; g, g = 1, . . . , 30. The overall largest mixed 2nd-order relative sensitivity to the capture cross section is S (2) σ 30 c,1 , σ 30 c,1 = 0.103. 8.
Even when the group-averaged microscopic total cross sections are uncorrelated, the results in Table 25 indicate that the importance of the 2nd-order sensitivities relative to the importance of the 1st-order ones increase as the parameters uncertainties increase. The effects of the 2nd-order sensitivities are to increase the value of the expected response versus the computed response value, which shifts to positive values of the distribution of the leakage response in parameters space. Additionally, the contributions of the 2nd-order sensitivities to the response's variance overtake the contributions of the 1st-order sensitivities to the response's variance already for relatively small (ca. 5%) parameter standard deviations. These effects are rapidly amplified when the parameters are less precisely known. In particular, it has been shown that, for a uniform standard deviation of 10%, the 2nd-order sensitivities contribute 72% of the expected value for the leakage response E(L) by comparison to 28% contributed by the computed value L α 0 . Furthermore, the contribution [var(L)] (2,U,N) of the second-order sensitivities to the response variance var(L) is 847% larger than the contribution [var(L)] (1,U,N) stemming from the first-order sensitivities. Thus, the customary procedure of neglecting second (and higher) order sensitivities and while considering that the computed value, L α 0 , is the actual expected (i.e., mean) value, E(L), of the distribution, would be in error by 362%. Hence, neglecting these second-order contributions would cause a very large non-conservative error by under-reporting of the response variance by a factor of 947%. In all cases, the second-order sensitivities cause the leakage distribution in parameter space to be skewed to positive values relative to the expected value, which, in turn, is significantly shifted to much larger positive values than the computed leakage L α 0 . All in all, neglecting the second-order sensitivities would erroneously predict a Gaussian distribution for the leakage distribution in parameter space, centered about the computed leakage L α 0 .
9.
As the results that are presented in Tables 25 and 26 indicate that the mixed 2nd-order sensitivities play a very significant role in determining the moments of the leakage response distribution for correlated cross sections. The importance of the mixed 2nd-order sensitivities increases as the relative standard deviations for the cross sections increase. For example, for fully correlated cross sections, neglecting the 2nd-order sensitivities would cause an error as large as 2000% in the expected value of the leakage response, and up to 6000% in the variance of the leakage response. Furthermore, the effects of the mixed 2nd-order sensitivities underscore the need for reliable values for the correlations that might exist among the total cross sections, which are unavailable at this time.
Subsequent works will report the values and effects of the 1st-order and 2nd-order sensitivities of the PERP's leakage response with respect to the imprecisely known group-averaged isotopic scattering microscopic cross sections [37] , fission cross sections and average number of neutrons per fission [38] , source parameters [39] , isotopic number densities, fission spectrum and overall conclusions [40] .
The results for the following 2nd-order relative sensitives corresponding to: g, g energy group variable g, g = 1, . . . , G g j ,g m 2 energy group associated with parameter indexed by j (e.g., f j , t j and s j ) or m 2 (e.g., f m 2 , t m 2 and s m 2 ) i index variable for isotopes, i = 1, . . . , I i j , i m 2 isotope associated with the parameter indexed by j (e.g., f j , t j and s j ) or m 2 (e.g., f m 2 , t m 2 and s m 2 ) j index variable for parameters k index variable for isotopes, k = 1, . . . , I l order of Legendre expansion associated with the microscopic scattering cross section ν number of neutrons produced per fission m index variable for materials, m = 1, . . . , M m 2 index variable for parameters m j , m m 2 material associated with parameter indexed by j (e.g., f j , t j and s j ) or m 2 (e.g., f m 2 , t m 2 and s m 2 ) t total s scatter (U) uncorrelated parameters (U, N) uncorrelated and normally-distributed parameters Abbreviations 1 st − LASS 1st-Level adjoint sensitivity system 2 nd − ASAM second-order adjoint sensitivity analysis methodology 2 nd − LASS Level adjoint sensitivity system ISCT order of the finite expansion in Legendre polynomial PERP polyethylene-reflected plutonium
